H10QBP Back-Pack Vacuum
The Syclone H10QBP offers large 10-quart recovery capacity and the ultimate in HEPA
filtration. Includes a tested and certified motor-intake HEPA filter and two smaller HEPA filters
at the exhaust. Comfortable for professional abatement and restoration use, and advanced
cleaning in sensitive public areas. Operates on AC power and includes an 18” drop-cord.
XX Two-stage 1.7HP Ametek
XX Padded harness with
motor with thermal
handle allows free armprotection provides powerful
movement, enhancing
suction, guards against
cleaning performance while
overheating
minimizing operator bodystress
XX Four-stage filtration with
individually tested and
XX Lightweight, polyethylene
certified HEPA filter, prevents
body resists impacts
premature clogging and
and withstands years of
ensures clean air exhaust
professional use

Tool Kit (included).

On-Off Switch:
Hip-mounted for easy access.

Item

Description

1679-5054

Syclone H10QBP Backpack Vacuum with Tool Kit (ea)

Tool Kit Products (included)

1682-4486

Two-Piece Aluminum Wand (5 foot)

1680-4662

Round Dusting Brush

1683-4665

Crevice Tool 17”

1684-4666

Upholstery Tool

1683-4487

Multi-Surface Floor Tool

1681-4485

Hose 1.5 in. x 6 ft.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Vacuum Motor

1200 watt/10A air-thru design,
with internal thermal protection

On/Off Switch

Hip mounted, cord switch box
assembly

Suction/Airflow

100” waterlift, 104 cfm

Hose

1.5” diameter, 6’ length

Noise Level

60 decibels

Height

27”

Filtration

4-stage including HEPA filter,
drop-in cloth bag, ten-quart twoply disposable paper filter bag

Machine Weight

14 lbs.

Bag Capacity

10 quart

Shipping Weight

23 lbs.

Construction

Blow-molded polyethylene body,
padded nylon harness

Warranty

1 year

800.767.6933
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H10QPB Back-Pack Vacuum

Tested & Certified HEPA Filters
The H10QBPB is equipped with a “Fail-Safe” HEPA filter system that protects against
discharge or bypass of dangerous dust particles from the vacuum cleaner.
This modular, drop-in and removable HEPA filter, cloth pre-filter and disposable paper
bag all seal together tightly under suction.
There is zero risk of the operator incorrectly installing the HEPA filter and accidently
causing bypass, thus contaminating the air with dangerous particles.
Also, in the event of a failure of the cloth filter bag or disposable paper bag (by
rupture or other), the HEPA filter is the final filter and certified to trap any particles
before they can be released into the air.

The HEPA filter is individually tested and certified to be
99.97% efficient at .3 microns according to IEST-RP-CC001
test requirement.

10 Qt. Disposable Paper Bag
1694-5457

Cloth Bag
1696-5459

HEPA Filter
1699-5452

Item

Description

1694-5457

Syclone 10qt Disposable Paper Bag (ea)

1696-5459

Syclone Cloth Bag (ea)

1699-5452

Syclone HEPA Filter (ea)

For more information call 800.767.6933, or visit aramsco.com
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